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Any design:for an effective remedial program must rest upon
.

certain assumptions concerning the nature of remedial students and

what can and should be done for them. These assumptions are here

set forth in a definition and description of remedial students- and
in a statement of consequent general requirements for the design

of an effective remedial program.

DEFINITION OP MEDIAL STUDENTS.

Remedial students are here defined as those students who elec

a transfer program but do not perform sticcessfully in it. More

specifically they are students whose grade averages in the
transfer program are below C or who drop out of the transfer pro-

gram while performing 'at an F, D, or low C. level. Since the ref.



erence here is to general grade averages rather than to specific

grades in individual courses, the definition would include

students who make grades of 0 and above in some courses or areas

but whose overall average is below 0, and would exclude students

who make D or F in certain courses or areas but whose overall

average *is at least C.

This deflnition does not rest on.any specified grading stand-

ards, such as those now in use at wtight, but rather would apply

to any standards that might be adopted. It clearly assumes that

if selection of these studerits were perfect, students remaining in

the transfer program would not th.en receive grades distributed over

the entire grading curve but would instead receive only grades of

B, or O.

'The terin sayelosmeatal is increasingly being u d today in
place of the term remedial in order to avoid the pejorative conno-

tations that have become attached to remedial and the implication

that there is some defective condition that must be remedied.

The selection of a term to designate a remedial program is very

important, and the term remedial is almost certainly not satis-

factory. However, for the sake of convenience .in communication

the traditional term remedial will.be used in this discussion.

DESCRIPTION OF REMEDIAL STUDENTS

.
The principal characteristics of remedial.students, or at

least :those characteris_tics that should be taken into considera-

tion in designing a remedial program, can be-grouped under three



headings: (1) knowledge and experience, (2) skills and habits

relevant to academic performance, (3) attitudes, emotions, and

other.personality factors relevant to.academic performance.

Classification under these three headings is mot intended to

suggest that the characteristics are actually separate in their

effects .or that it is-easy to distinguish and classify them.

Obviously not all remedial students have all of these charac-

teristics, and these characteristics are not limited to remedial

students. However, they are to be found in greater frequency

among remedial students than among successful transfer students

and must be considered in planning instruction and counseling

for a remedial program. ----

In this description implied cmparisons are always to students

who succeed in the transfer program.

Knowledge and experience

The level of knowledge of remedial students is generally lower

than that of regular students, especially in academic subject matter

areas. The knowledge that they have is less apt to be deriVed

from reading and school instruction. Their vocabularies are smaller

and less precise.

Their general experience tends to be more limited, and its

elements tend to remain discrete bits rather than to be integrated

into meaningful concepts.



Skills and habits relevant to academic.performance

Remedial students have important deficiencies in their read-

ing skills, in their oral and written communicatian skills, and

in other skills and habits directly and indirectly related.to

academic performance.-

Readina. skills. One of the most important deficiencies of

remedial students is in their reading ability. They (1) have

difficulty understanding what they read and (2). often do not make

satisfactory use of what the" read. The latter is especially im-

portant since it is frequently overlooked in remedial reading

yragrams. Because of th,9 importance of reading instruction:in a

remedial program, a somewhat detailed discussion of the deficien-

cies of remedial students in reading is appropriate here. These

deficiencies can best be shown by cantrasting the performance of

remedial readers with that of good readers.

Good readers (1) understand what they read and (2) make use

of what they read.

(1) Understanding involves the application of three types of

general skills to the many.types of elements of which a written

text is composed. The elements of which a written text is composed

may-be listed as follows:

(1) words

(2) tyntaCtic elements, such as phrases, clauses, and sentences

(3) pairs or small groups of consecutive sentences

.(4). paragraphs and large groups of consecutive sentences

(5) groups of consecutive paragraphs and major'sections

of a chapter or article

(6) entire chapters and articles
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(7) groups of consecutive chapters and entire books,

These elements could of course be grouped into fewer or more items,

but the above listing bears a useful relationship to particular

skills that must be included jn an effective program of reading

instruction.

The three types Of general skills that are applied to these

elements are the following:

(1) recognition

(2) perception of structural relationships

(3) interpretation

Recognition is the association of what appears in print in the

text with what the reader habitually says or hears. For example,

the reader pronounces a word in the text as he would habitually

pronounce it in speaking, or reads a sentence in the text with the

rhythm, phrasing, and intonation that he would normally use in

speaking. Even for most good readers recognition is applied only

to the first three elements (words, syntactic elements, and pairs

or small groups of consecutive sentences), for these are the only

ones that are part of ordinary conversation and.oral discussion.

The others are found almost exclusively in written texts (including

speeches made from written texts).

Perception of structural relationships ig the appropriate

association of certain elements within the text with other elements

within the text and the grasping of the idea that results from this

association end that goes beyond the mere sup of the separate

elements. For example, the reader associates the words and phrases

of a sentence (or small'group of sentences) together and grasps

the meaning of the complete sentence, which is of.course more than



merely a listing of the separate.meanings of the words and phrases

of the sentence. Consider the follawing simple case:

The dog bit the man.
The man bit the dog.

Although the words and the meanings of the words in these two senr

. tenoes are the same,.the structural relationships among the words

create vyry different meanings for the two sentences as Wholes.-

Or consider the following more subtle case:

The bombing of targets in North. Vietnam has so far not
forced the North Vietnamese to seek a negotiated settle-
ment of the war. Therefore, the bombing should be
stopped. .

The bombing of targets.in North Vietnam bas so far not
forced the North Vietnamese to seeka negotiated settle-

. ment of the war. But the bombing should be stopped.

Understanding the subtie and significant difference in meaning be-
.

tween these two passages depends not only upon knowing the differ-

enceLin meaning of the two different words but also.upon perceiv- .

ing the relationships between eadh of these two words and the con-

text in which each is found. Perception of structural relationshipi

may'involve the association of much larger elements, suoh as the

association of two consecutive chapters of a text in an appropriate

logical'relationship in order to grasp the unifying idea underlying

the juxtaposing, ordering, and separating.of 'the two chapters, an

idea that may mot be stated explicitly' in either ofthe two chapters.

Interpretation is the appropriate asSociationof collections

of .past knowledge and eXperience with elements and combinations of

elements from the text. For example, the reader associates a

recollection of the meaning of a word with that word in the text

1

or associates a recollection of a complex set of personal experiences



with the overall concept developed in a chapter' of a boOk.

short, he gives "meaning" to what he reads..

-Of-course, in the actual reading process none of the skills

can be performed in isolation from the others, and none of the

elements is separable fram the others.

(2) In addition to understanding what they read, good readers

make use of what they read. This second point*is especially im-
.

portant since it is frequently neglected in remedial instruction
_

and is perhaps the most importnat distinction between good readers

and weak readers. Making ude of what is read is what gives a

reader the satisfaction that leads him to read again. If a reader

makes use of what ht reads to communicate to others with satisfy-

ing results, or.to engage in satisfying physical activity, or even

'to engage in satisfying private thought c» flights of imaginatian,

then he will read again. (The behavior has been reinforced.) If

herdoes not make use of what.he reads with such satisfying results,

then the tendency to read again will b6 diminished. The *ill of

reading, like any other skill, cannot.be developed or maintained

without practice. A good reader is not merely abl.t to read. He

does read, and he makes use of what he reads in same way that

gives him satisfaction, a tatisfactiOn that will lead him to read

again.

The reading performance of remedial students tends toward the

ntgative of this performance of successful kudents. Many remedial

students have difficulties with recognition, in same cases very

serious difficulties. (These difficulties are made more complex

*when the nOrmal spoken dialect of the students differs from that



of their teachers. The teachers are apt to regard as mistakes

instances in which a student translates what is printed in the

text into the pronunciatianand syntax of his normal dialect, yet

.such translation, is actually a sign of good rather than bad read-

.ing. For example, a student who orally reads "He doesn't know his

-.own mind" as "He don' know his own mine" immediately recognizes
.

what is printed in the text as the equivalent of what he nor-
.

nally says and hears in his. community. (Hile understanding is probably

clear and immediate.)

Remedial students also.have difficulties with the perception

of structural relationships. Their ability to associate words and

phrases into syntactic units such as sentences and grasp the mean-

ings of the syntactic units is often limited. In addition, they

pave difficluty perceiving relationships among larger elements,

for their handicaps in recognition and in perception of relation-

ships among words and phrases interferes with their reading longer

passages with sufficient comprehension of the parts to enable them

to find meaningful relationships among the larger elements. Althoug4.

most college freshmen have not been taught to perceive relation-

ships among those larger elements, average and .above average readers

can.learn to do it or can muddle throlfgh.' Without special in-
,

struotion, remedial students have a serious handicap.

Finally, remedial students have difficulties.with interpreta-

tion. Their experience and knowledge, inoluding vocabtlariès

are limited, not only because of limited personal experiences but

also because their reading defniencies have.interfered with their

"acquiring the substantial body of information that more fortunate



stmlents have acquired. Not only are their experience and know-

ledge.lieted, but their capacity to combine separate experiendes

and bite of knowledge into new and complex concepts is limited.

And finally their capacity to associate their experiences and

knowledge with what they find in a printed text is limited.

In.view of their handicaps in reading, it is to be expected

that remedial students do not make satisfactory use of what they

read. But even if they did understand's particular text, there

wauld be further obstaclls to their making use of their understanding.

Their capacity to communicate ideas to others, especially in

writing, is limited, and their capacity (including memory) to

apply their understanding to examinations and other school tasks

or to other satisfying activities is limited.

As long as they do not make use of what they read in satis-

fying ways, they will not read willingly. They will then tend

to read as little as possible or not at all, and.since all "skills

require practice rot only for improvement but also to maintain a

given level of proficiency, remedial students will became even

more deficient in their.reading ability.

*Oral and wA:itten communication In addition to de-

ficiencies in reading, remedial students havedeficiencies in

their ability to communicate both orally an( in writing. Their

communication deficiencies result in part from their limited ex-

perience and knowledge and their deficiencies in reading and in

part from other causes. Their limited expeiiences and knowledge

and their reading deficiencies restrict the content of their

communications and thereby prevent the communications from having
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the satisfactory reception by listenert and readers (usually

teadhers) that would male the act of communication satisfying

to the communicants. As in the case of reading, a lack of eat-is- .

flying results from the use of the skills.leads to a tendency not

to use thei and to a resultant lessening of the skills.

.
When they do communicate, the structure of their communica-

tions tends to be limited to the structure of casual conversation.

Diren Whell they write long papers, the papers tend to have the

.structure of bits of conersation strung together rather than the

fully developed,-organized4 logical structures normally found in

lengthy written papers.

Remedial students tend to speak non-standard dialects,

esppcially with respect fo pronunciation and syntax, and have

difficulty writing standard English with normal conventions of

spelling and punctuation. Although many transfer students share

this difficulty, it is undoubtedly more common among remedial

students. (However, the consequences of this difficulty for academic

success in college may not be as clear, or as serious, as many

teadhers believe.)

Other skills end habits directly, and :XxVirectlx related to

aoademic lerformance. In addition to deficiencies in reading and

communication skills, remedial students have deficiencies in many

other skills that affect academic. performance. .They have trouble

f011owing lectures and discussions and taking useful. notes. They

do not-study effectively, and they have.difficulty taking tests

and performing other tasks required of successful students (in-

cluding laboratory work. With respect to habits indirectly related

to academic performance, they tend to watch entertaining rather

tlian informative TV Programs thid to seek recreational activities

-.10-.



of a non-intellectuallnonp-cultural type.

In general, habits involving the ).:haviors necessary for

academic success are not_well established for remedial students.

Consequently, what'academic behaviors they dO have can be dasily

extinguished by a few failures.

Attitudes, emotions, and other personality factors
relevant to academic performance

With respect to attitudes remedial 'students can most easily

be described in terms of 1,14at they lack or are unaware of. They

tend.to lack self-esteem and self-confidence, especially in

situations associated with the academic aspects of sCho61. As a

result of their limited knowledge and deficiencies in reading

and communications skills, their oral class contributions have

frequently not been well received by more able classmates and by

teachers. They have thus developed the b. .ef that what they might

say in class is wrong or of no value. "They have no faith in their

own worth as contributors to a serious discussion. Perhaps most

important, they believe that their teadhers generally do not have

confidence in them and do not expect them to succeeu... (Ironically,

this lack of self-confidence may be'masked unconsciously by an

aggressive participation in class or an aggressive assertion of

ability not actually demonstrated in academic performance.)

As a fux:ther consequence of deficiencies in reading and

communication skills, remedial students may ItLdk a feeling of be-

ing able to participate .effectively in social communications. This

adversely.affects thbir social adjustment, possibly more seriously

for men than for women.
- 11 -



Remedial students lack a clear understanding of their

capacities, their goals, and what these goals imply for them.

Their goals are often only vaguely defined, if at all, and they

have no clear understanding of the consequences of actually achiev

ing the goals. They do not realize what Commitments of effort,

tbesand money would be required of them to achieve the goals,

They usually do not see any relationship between their present

academic activities and their goals. They are iinaviare of alter-

native goals that are perhaps more appropriate to their capacities

and to the commitments in ,energy, time', and moneY they can

realistically make in order to achieve the goals. And they are

unaware of ways to pursue these goals.

Although remedial students do have genuine learning handicaps,

they often have misconceptions concerning the real nature and

consequenced of these handicaps. These misconCeptions frequently

inhibit their academic performance. They tend generally to believe

that they have limited ability (intelligence, aptitude, etc.) and

that there is therefore .a low ceiling on their, achievement possi-

bilities. Consequently, they believe that serious or extended

effort is not really worthwhile since really good results are im-

possible. (Teachers often share this view,.which is sometimes
e

manifested in the statement that teaChers should nOt delude

remedial students intw, thinking that thy can succeed.) This

attitude on the part of remedial students is especially common in

English and language arts, where a serioud lack of understanding

of the nature of language and language learning (a ladk fostered'

. and perpetuated by most elementary and secondary instruction)
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leads to belief in poor reading'ability-and general ladit of

aptitude for English, including all subjects with which the label

mighi be associated. This attitude can,easily spread fram English

.to Other subject areas Where considerable reading is required.

A similar attitude, although certainly resulting fram different

causes, is frequently found in mathmatics and physical science,

especially among women.

Remedial students are often unaware of their actual behaviors

in various academic situations and of the possible aversive conse-

quences of same of these behaviors. For example, a student may

be unaware of his tendency frevntly to gaze out the window or

.to hum to himself when he is doing a difficult re&ding assignment

r and unaware that the adverse effects of these behaviors on his
,

c

,
, comprehension and retention are at least part of the cause for

his subsequent law grade on a test.

Remedial students are often unaware of emotions or feelings

that are aroused by various academic situations and of the avoidanee

behaviors that these emotians or feeling3frequently lead to. For

example, fear of failing a certain type of test may lead a student

to avoid studying for it .so that he can light-heartedlyattribute

his failure on the test to not stuAying instead of more painfully

having to admit to inadequate mental abj.lity for iassing that

tye of test. These feelings often take.the form of an aversion

to an entire subject area, sometimes even for students who are

quite successful in other areas. These emotions or feelings were

probably first aroused at ages when the stuaents were unable to

perceive and understand the PPWQes of the emotions. By the time

the students reached ages at which they could have dealt

consciously with the"sources of such emotions, the anotiaas were



already deeply Untied with the situations that aroused them,

and the students were not prompted to examine consciously the

emotions or-their sources. "'

Remedial students hay have psychological, physical, or social

problems that interfere with academic success, but they are usually

unaware of the exact relation6hips between these problems and

.their academic performances and'are unaware of ways to cope

with these problems or of sources of bslp in dealing with them.

They may have behavior patterns, value systems, etc., that con-

flict with the demands of their academic programs and be unaware

of t4e conflicts and their consequences. *For example, a stUdent

may be working too many hours in order to meet the payments on a

car that he "needs"as a status symbol in a world that seems to

'offer him very few sources of security.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DESIGN
OP AN EFFECTIVE REMEDIAL PROGRAM

In addition to the above assumptions concerning (1) the

knowledge and experience of remedial students, (2) their skills

and habits relevant to academic performance, 'and (3) their attitudes,

emotions, and other personality factors relevant to academic per-

formance, a major asSumption concerning the*purpoge of a remedial

program must be* made explicit. This assumption is that the purpose

-of a remedial program is (1) to develop the academic abilities of

all remedial students as much as possible within the limits of

the *program and (2) io develop self-confidence, self-awareness;

= and other:personal qualities that will lead them 4o use these



abilities with maximum effectiveness in pursuit of realistically

appxopriate goals. This means that some graduates of a really

--effective program will_elect and successfully follow a transfer

program while others will willingly and successfully movt in

other lirections more appropriate to their capacities and cir-.

ctunstances.

Am a consequence of these assumptions, there.are certain

general requirements for an effective remedial program. These

requirements are concerned with the development of skills necessary

for academic success and with the development of attitudes and

qualities of personality that will cantribute to maximum effective-

'ness in the use of these skills.

Development of academic skills

Instruction in the program should concentrate on the develop-

ment of reading skills, communication skills, and other skills

necessary for academic success, but this does not mean that content

or subject matter areas.can be excluded. Effective development

of these skills requires not merely instruction in the skills but

also opportunities for applying them successfully to materials

and tasks uuch as would realistically bq found in the transfer

.program. Therefore, the remedial program must include materials,

assignments, tasks, instructional methods and situations, etc.,

from major subject matter areas. Instruction in certain

aspects of subject matter is also essential for the development

of interpretation skills in reading.

Rea.clim ski3.l s. The program must provide students with the

skills necessary for getting usable understanding of the types

of texts that they will have to read in the transfer program,
. 15 .



and it must provide them with what is necessary for making

satisfying use of their understanding so that reading will be-

came a permanent, rewarding activity for them. It must improve

their recognition and perception of structural relationships

amorg words and syntactic elements, but many remedial students

will not soon overcame their handicaps here. Therefore, the

program must give them techniques for perceiving structural

relationships among larger elements despite basic handicaps.

Here it would put considerable emphasis on prereading or skimming

as a means of finding those passages on which to concentrate, those

passages that will most quickly give an understanding of the

major ideas in an article or book. It would also give considerable

attention to providing the students with the abstract logical

frameworks or patterns necessary for relattag ideas. In all

of this instruction the program must use the same tYpes of read-

ings as are actually used.in the transfer program7-same subjects,

same length,. same'level of diffiaulty--for the objective is

td prepare the students Ao perform successfully in the transfer

program.

The program nust also develop interpretation skills. What

is needed here is much more than vocatularybu'ilding, the frequent

concern of remedial reading instruction; Thb program nust in-

crease the useful experience and knowledge of the students.

However, since ro.a.ny remedial students have serious deficiencies

built up over many years, a program of reasonable length colild

not Ile expected to bring them up to the level of nornal transfer

students with respect .to their total knowledge and experience
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Therefore, the program should select fram the variaus subject

matter areas those concepts that seem to offer the greatest poten-

tial return for the time invested in studying them, e.g:, concepts

such as cause, effect, heredity, environment, economic, social,

dynamic, static, real, artificial, etc. These would not be treated

as items in a vocabulary list to be translated into sets of

synonymous mords. Instead, students would learn to associate

with these labels various elements of.their own experiences

and various elements of knowledge acquired from readings aad dis-

cussions in a variety of subject matter areas until they developed

full and vivid understandings of the.concepts. There would be .

. considerable emphasis on developing the ability to combine separate

bits of knowledge and experienoe into new concepts, an ability

that is probably closely ielated to what is generally called in-

telligence. And there mould naturally he considerable emphasis

on developing the ability to associate experience aad knowledge

.with what is found in a printed text.

In addition to developing remedial students' ability to

understand what they read, the program must give them opportunities

and means for making use of what they read. It Must give them

opportunities to disauss mhat they read.with teadhers and class-
40.

mates and to wTite about it. .And it must do this without the

threat of the red marks that they regularly find on their papers

in English classes. While they should be given positive suggestions

on haw best to organize and develop an idea in writing, they

6hoUld not be criticized for any medhanical or other faults_in

their writing. The experience of writfng, to others about what

F 17 -



they read must be entirely pleasant. .In addition to opportunities

for using their reading in communication, the program should

provide oppqrtunities for using their repAing in physicz-1

activities, auch as performing experiments in science laboratories.

Since many remedial students are not verbally oriented, oppor-

tunities for using reading in such physical activities are especially

important.

In providing opportunities and means for developing the

students' capacity to make use of what they read, the program must

consider the limited memory span of remedial students. The in-

terval between the reading and the use must be short, or there

must be special means for stimulating the mmory.

It must be emphasized that, if reading skills are. to be

developed effectively so that they will continue to be practiced in

thetransfer program and thereby maintained and improved, the

reading material used must be closely similar to that actually

used in the various subject matter courses of the transfer program

and the uses to which the reading is put must beclosely similar

to those actually found in the subject matter courses. Without

these similarities the gains made by students in the remedial

program will tend to disappear after they enter the transfer Dro-

gram.

Communication skills. The program must develop the students'

skills in participating in oral discussions such as are to be

found in various subject matter transfer dotrses and in making

moderately extended oral presentations of logiCally structured

ideas. As with reading; the msults Of these activities must be

pleasant. .That is, the attitudes of teachers and classmates

toward the communicant must be favorable with respect to his act



of communicating even though they may disagree with what he says.

This further requires that the program develop in the students

the ability to listen to speakers in such a way that the speakers

feel that they have an attentive, cansiderate audience.

The program must also develop the students' ability to

communicate in writing, especially in forms *such as are regularly

found in subject matter transfer courses. Dalphasis in instruction

should be on content and organization of the papers rather than

on sudh things as spelling and punctuation, .matters that have

usually been sources of pain for remedial students.. The conse-

. quences Of writing must be satisfying. The initial concern is

to develop a willingness, or even a desire, to write.

Other skills. The program should include all skills that

.are pertinent to any areaof; the transfer program. However, be-

cause there are time limitations on the program, those skills that

are restricted to specific courses of limited popularity must tend

to be neglected in favor of those with broader application. The

latter include studying for tests, taking objective tests, taking

notes on lectures and discussions, performing laboratory experi-

ments, etc. In all cases the skills must be practiced successfully

and realistically if the skills are tocolitinue to be practiced

after the remedial program. That is; the' skills mlibt be practiced

with respect to content and tasks actual:1Y found in transfer

courses.

Development of attitudes and qualities of personality

An effective remedial program must develop in the students

self-confidence, awareness of themselves (that is, awareness of
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awareness of alternative goals, means,, behaviors, and modes of

limitations),. and, if they are to make adjustments and improvements,

\

the.real nature-of their goals, of their capacities, and of their

dealing with their problems.

Self-confidence. One of the most important requireMents of.

the program is that it develop .the self-confidence of the students

especially with respect to academic situations The ichool and

the teadhers must show the students that they consider them to

be important and worthy of real attention and that they have confi-

dence in them and expect them to sUcceea. The name given the

program Should be one that suggests that the students already

have worthwhile qualities and are going to add to them. The hours,

facilities, and staff assigned to the program should not suggest

that the program is less imliortant than other programs in the

school.' Teadhers and counselorspust show interest in the students

and respect for their contributions. Especially in the early

stages of the program teachers must make it clear that they believe

.the'students can do whatis asked of them and that what is aSked

of them is important in its own tight, will lead to significant

consequences.for the students, and is not a watered-down version

of something that is ordinarily too difficult for remedial students.

The program must provide frequent opportunities for'successful per-

formances of academic tasks end, in partiCular, must provide in-

terested, receptive audiences for both oral and written communi-

cations. With respect to the latter, the program Should provide

more opportunities for-oral and written communicatiOn with class-

matei than .is usually the case in ordinary instruction.

In developing self-confidence; the program should build upon
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whatever sources of confidence already exist. ?or example, a
6.

. student who is proficient in some sport should be encouraged to

participate in that sport at a level at lithich he can succeed,

and his success should be given recognition by counselors and

teachers, and evtn the sehool generally when. appropriate. It is

. almost certainly more than coincidence that so many outstanding

athletes are subsequently successful in business and other.under7

takings. Achieving a high degree of success in one endeavor un-

doubtedly develops positive qualities of personality that increase

the likelihood of success other endeavors.

Awareness of .goals, opacities, and limitations. The program

must give students a clear awareness of what the consequences of

achieving their goals would be for them and 'of what cammitments

.of dfort, time, and money would be.required to achieve these

goals in the light of their real capacities. It must make the

students aware of the true nature of their learning difficulties

and of the consequences of these difficulties and must removt

merely imagined difficulties. In particular, it must give them

an understanding of the real nature of language and language

learning and of the relationship of their own particular language

behavior (ir reading and in communication) to their academic

careers and to their vocationarand social expectations. It must

make students aware of their com behaviors that i:nterfere with

academic success.and of emotions that are aroused by academic

situations that lead to avoidance behaviors incompatible with academic

succeSs. . It must make them aware of the consequences of their

psychological, pbysical, or social problems for their academic
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performances and of conflicts between behavior patterns, value

Systems, etc,2 and their desired academic performances.

Awarenep of alternatives. If studehts are to make use of

their increased self-awareness to adjust their goals more realis-

tically to their capacities and to improve 'their academic per-

formances., then they must be made aware of alternative goals and

means to achieve them, of alternative behavior's that can facili-

tate academic success, and of alternative Modes.of dealing with

their problems(includiAg.Ways of getting help).

It is clear that if the program is to be successful in develop-

ing the necessary attitudes and qualities of personality then the

r2program must give far greater emphasis to counseling, much of

it individual, than is ordinarily done.
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